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     Have you ever wondered where the words in our language 
come from? If so, you may be surprised to learn that most 
English words come directly or have developed from Latin, the 
language of the ancient Romans. We actually use some of the 

EXACT same words and phrases spoken in Ancient Rome, such as “per” (as in 
miles per hour) or “status quo” which means things stay as they are. If you’ve 
ever heard the phrase “vice versa,” meaning “the other way around,” then you 
heard and understood Ancient Latin! 
    Some people today refer to Latin as a dead language because there are few 
people left in the world who can speak it. Others, however, argue that Latin is far 
from dead and has had a major influence on many languages spoken today. In 
fact Latin continues to be offered for study in many schools. Interestingly, 
students who have taken Latin in school generally do better on high-stakes tests 
such as the S.A.T. or A.C.T. because knowledge of Latin helps them understand 
the meaning of unfamiliar words. Finally, all of the romance languages, French, 
Spanish, Italian and Portuguese, come from Latin. Today, these languages are 
spoken throughout much of Europe and elsewhere around the world. 
 
DIRECTIONS: For PART I read and pronounce each of the Latin words and try 
to define it and each of the words derived from it in the blanks to the right.        
For PART II read each Latin word and its meaning and think of at least one 
English word you think might have derived from it. 
 

PART I: 
 

“laborat”          “aquae”                            
 

laborious           aqueduct                          
 

laboratory            aquamarine                                      
 

collaborate            aquarium                      
 

elaborate            aqualung                                
 

“terminus”         “claudo”       
 

exterminate              claustrophobia      
 

terminal         foreclose       
 

terminate         recluse       
 

predetermine        seclude       
 
PART II: 
 

nocto - night             
 

frater - brother            
 

audire - to hear            
3 

ped - foot             
 

sequor - to follow            
 

annum - year            



Latin Match-Up 

Match up the words by putting the number of the English word in the blank before the correct 

Latin word. 

 

1. actor 

2. family 

3. second 

4. freedom 

5. fierce 

6. tablet 

7. doctor 

8. baby 

9. horse 

10. fabric 

11. mime 

12. water 

13. giraffe 

14. to cool 

15. alone 

16. farmhand 

17. country house 

18. peace 

19. reader 

20. female 

21. endlessness 

22. acclaim 

23. alike 

24. creature 

25. distant 

26. triple 

27. watchman 

28. greatness 

29. reverse 

30. marriage 

_____familia 

_____villa 

_____magnitudo 

_____ferox 

_____tabula 

_____solus 

_____lector 

_____equus 

_____refrigero 

_____mimus 

_____triplex 

_____camelopardalis 

_____similis 

_____secundus 

_____infans 

_____matrimonium 

_____remotus 

_____femina 

_____textum 

_____medicus 

_____infinitas 

_____contrarius 

_____villanus 

_____actor 

_____animal 

_____clamo 

_____pax 

_____vigil 

_____aqua 

_____libertas 
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